
COLOR GREEN SIGN TO NEWWEST RECORDS

TO RELEASE FOOL’S PARADE JULY 12, 2024

BROOKLYN VEGAN PREMIERES “FOUR LEAF CLOVER” VIDEO TODAY

The multifaceted Los Angeles psych quartet Color Green have signed to New West

Records and will release Fool’s Parade on July 12, 2024. Co-produced by the band and

Mike Kriebel (Osees, Wand), the 9-song set was recorded at Discount Mirrors and

Golden Beat Studios in Los Angeles and mastered at Abbey Road Studios in London. It

features guest appearances by members of Osees, the Nude Party, and more. New

Commute previously described their sound as landing “somewhere at a mythic

intersection with The Burrito Brothers and Acetone” and Fool’s Parade follows their

acclaimed eponymous debut released by Aquarium Drunkard/ORGMusic in 2022.

In a very short time, Color Green have developed a word-of-mouth reputation as a

dynamic and unpredictable live act and have shared stages with a range of groups that

reflect both the sophistication and the wild malleability of their sound, including

Kikagaku Moyo, Fuzz (ft. Ty Segall), The Brian Jonestown Massacre, Hiss Golden

Messenger, Circles Around The Sun, and more. “When we play live, I don’t really know

what’s going to happen,” says guitarist and vocalist Noah Kohll. “You really have no idea

what you’re going to get with this band, which keeps things fresh for us and maybe

makes the live experience special.” Because they see boundless possibilities from one

note to the next, Color Green anchors their music in the urgent present rather than the

distant past.

Fool’s Parade is a meditation on loss, grief, confusion, frustration, and the clarity to

which they all lead. The album has the dynamic of a tight live set, full of ebbs and flows,

highs and lows, quiet moments and reckless jams. “We shaped it to showcase our range”

says guitarist and vocalist Corey Madden. “All songs were written together as a band. It’s

the four of us in a room and it features all of our voices.” Bassist and vocalist Kyla

Perlmutter adds, “What we come up with together, I don’t think any of us could do by

ourselves. The music we make is always surprising me.”

  Today, Brooklyn Vegan premiered the video for the album highlight “Four Leaf

Clover.” The band says, “‘Four Leaf Clover’ examines the feeling of being weighed down

by the luck of your draw, only to be failed by the sight of your own navel. Thorns can



draw blood, regardless, beauty starts from the stem. The song was recorded live initially,

then formed with sprinkles of guitar overdubs and finally blasted off with Tomas Dolas’

(Mr. Elevator, Osees) synth wizardry. Visually it’s an ode to Brion Gysin, and the vast

explorations of the motif of fabricated luck and the inherent pitfalls that coincide.”

Fool’s Parade will be available across digital platforms, compact disc, and standard

black vinyl. A limited “Orange Dream” color vinyl edition will be available at

Independent Retailers worldwide, via Levitation, and is available for pre-order NOW

viaNEWWEST RECORDS.

Color Green are:

Corey Madden (guitar, vocals)

Noah Kohll (guitar, vocals)

Kyla Perlmutter (bass, vocals)

Corey Rose (drums, vocals)

Color Green Fool’s Parade Track Listing:

1. Coronado

2. Four Leaf Clover

3. Fool’s Parade

4. When The Clouds Roll In

5. God In A $

6. 5:08

7. Kick The Bucket

8. Ball And Key

9. Hazel Eyes
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NewWestRecords.com
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